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ABSTRACT 

In the present era, mobile phone is a huge market, where day by day a new brand and lot of models of mobile 
phones are releasing, among which choosing one best mobile is a tremendous task. Where we take the problem of choosing 
a mobile phone by our technique ADMK (Aspect and Domain based Mobile ranking). A variety of Sources of information 
about the model of mobile phones being launched in market are available, where some of the websites provide rich and 
valuable knowledge for users and companies. But review of products can be often fuzzy and confused. This can be 
effectively done by Aspect determination from different text reviews available in the social media. Firstly, it identify the 
aspects to be considered to rate the product. Some of the aspects like Camera, RAM, Processor, and Memory are more 
important than USB port, buttons, panel, design. Free text reviews are extracted from the website using web Crawler. 
These reviews are processed to find out the opinion of the user on each aspect. The opinion of the customer on the 
important aspects will have great impact on the overall rating of the product. So by finding the weight of the aspect we 
will rank the aspects according to their influence on the overall rating of the product. By considering the different 
parameters like weight of the aspect, Classifier Rating will calculate the rating more accurately. This will provide the 
users to by the truthful product through online-shopping.   
 
Keywords: mobile ranking, ADMK, aspect, fuzzy, web crawler, classifier rating, USB port. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The  high  volumes  of  free  text  reviews that  
are given by customers/users for different aspects makes 
hard for an users and firms to find out the best user 
comment and know the genuine quality of the product. 
The reviews are often dis-organized and fuzzy for 
providing information to the user. Now the existing 
websites provide the rating to product which is just based 
on the numerical values. One research paper is mainly 
focused on summarizing user reviews about a product. 
They applied some mining techniques like association rules 
and fuzzy logics for recommending whether to buy this 
product or not [1]. Another paper speaks about the 
sentimental analysis about the reviews given by the users 
of a particular product and they used one of the techniques 
SentiWordNet for recommending the product [2]. 
Analyzing the user reviews about the product and advocate 
the user to buy the product using econometric, text mining, 
and predictive modeling techniques [3]. 

The true opinion of the product is entirely based 
on the free text reviews given by the user. In the websites 
overall rating of the product is not influenced by the free 
text reviews. So in this article we consider the free text 
reviews and provide ranking to the individual aspect of the 
product. Based on this it will provide the overall rating. A 
Holistic lexicon-based approach is used to analyze the user 
reviews about a product [4]. Using phrase dependency 
parsing and sentiment analyzes for reviews towards the 
product has been made [5]. Experimental work on 
evaluation of Machine Learning based on classification 

approaches like Naive Bayes and SVM with the 
Unsupervised Semantic Orientation based SO-PMI-IR 
algorithm for sentimental analysis for movie based text 
mining [6]. 

In the present websites the reviews of each 
product barely depends on the numerical value given by 
the user. The numerical value doesn’t specify anything 
about the importance of each aspect of the product. So 
when user searches for reviews they cannot get the 
importance about the product and the feature aspects. 
Text classification method resembles max semantic 
orientation of the phrases for analyzes the user reviews 
from a blog [7]. A simple, flexible, effective and 
efficient part-of-speech tagger based on Support Vector 
Machines is implemented to get knowledge about the 
product [8].   

The true knowledge is given by the user as 
comments.  But  the  buyer cannot  read  all  the  reviews  
commented  by  the users. Those comments are the 
important factor to be considered to get the knowledge 
about each aspect. A simple rule-based part of speech 
tagger which automatically acquires its rules and tags 
with accuracy comparable to stochastic taggers [9]. 
Usually the reviews are taken from the users who bought 
the product ‘N’ number of times from the websites. 
Those reviews only appear in the surface area of the 
sites. Through that we can understand that reviews 
present in the sites are reliable up to some extent rather 
we take those reviews as got an optimum level of 
information towards the product. The ranking taken 
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using review report will provide better results and 
reduces uncertainty for the users. An algorithm that 
automatically learns context constraints using statistical 
decision trees [10]. Hence for content based mining 
rather text mining using plenty number of techniques 
employed for analyzing the comments. 

In Figure-1 numerical values are taken from the 
buyers through the API will not provide an accurate 
result because our total aim is to mine the users interest 
through their review words rather text mining. 
 

 
 

Figure-1. Numerical ratings based on various aspects. 
 

The error propagation is very high once we take 
numerical values. The mouth chronology will always 
reduce more accurate and gives precise result. In the 
following section discussed about Literature survey, 
proposed methodology, Experimental results, Results 
and discussion and Conclusion. 
 
2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
Table-1. Literature technical comparison. 

 

 
 

In Table-1 technical comparison is made for 
opinion mining and narrated with a clear table 
representation. Legends as follows: SVM-Support 
Vector Machine, RFC-Random Forest Classifier, RPT-
Random Process Theory, LPM-Linear Programming 
Model, IR-Information Retrieval, DT-Decision Tree, 
AR-Association Rule, FE- Feature Extraction, LI-Linear 
interpolation, Km- K-means, SM- Statistical model. 
Machine learning methodologies are used widely for 
sentimental mining and the same as captured through the 
above the survey. This research work proposes an aspect 
based opinion mining using sentimental analysis. 

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
In the proposed system, the free text, 

commented by the user in the website is extracted using 
PMI algorithm. The algorithm extracts the phrases 
containing the adverbs or adjectives. The adjective may 
bring subjectivity but this may not be sufficient to bring 
the semantic orientation. The rule based domain 
independent sentiment analysis method is proposed. The 
proposed method classifies subjective and objective 
sentences from reviews and blog comments. The 
semantic score of subjective sentences is extracted from 
SentiWordNet to calculate their polarity as positive, 
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negative or neutral based on the contextual sentence 
structure [11].  

This algorithm brings out the pair of adjective 
and the context. This can be done using the Parts of 
speech tagger to the reviews so that the adjective and the 
context can be extracted. So the proposed system will 
give the ranking according to the impact of the aspect on 
overall product rating. Preference based data mining 
using association rule, sentimental analysis and Q 
methodology for correct prediction [12] [13] [14]. This 
can be done by finding the weight of aspect. The 
architecture contains 4 components: (A) Collection of 
free  text  reviews  from  the websites; (B) Analysis of 
the opinion by the user in various aspects; (C) Providing 
a rank to the individual aspect; (D) Giving an overall 
rating to the product based on the impact factor and 
weight of the aspects. Reduced dimensionality reduction 
will produce high performance and reduces the 

processing time and make the result outcome within the 
stipulated time rather convergence. A feature 
construction framework and contextual feature 
construction were employed for defining conditional 
probability for user activity under the given contexts 
[15]. 

An interpolation method and a preference based 
selection are employed by choosing a right product from 
the online shopping [16] [17]. Spain people can’t be 
satisfied with the reviews available in the online 
shopping carts. Econometric methodology is proposed to 
satisfy the above said people. Individual residential 
people and an affluent people have got their satisfaction 
with a greater orientation. Separate policies are 
implemented to make a good satisfaction between the 
segments of people about the mobile phone purchase 
[18]. 

 

 
 

Figure-2. Flow chart for proposed overall review and rating. 
 
 In Figure-2 the data flow diagram is depicted 
for the clear understanding purpose towards finding the 
overall ratings of the commodity. 
 
A. Collection of free text reviews from the websites 

The websites contains overall rating and the 
users comment about the product which contains both 
positive and negative opinion. So the impact of the each 
aspect can be known only from the opinion of the user. 
This can be done by collecting the frequent noun terms 
from the websites. The PMI algorithm extracts the 
phrases containing the adverbs or adjectives. The 
adjective may bring subjectivity but this may not be 
sufficient to bring the semantic orientation. This 
algorithm brings out the pair of adjective and the 
context. This can be done using the parts of speech 
tagger to the reviews, so that the adjective and the 
context can be extracted. Figure-3 and Figure-4 are the 
sample comments and the extraction of free text reviews 
by different user. Each user’s comment is differentiated 
by various colors. 
 

 
 

Figure-3. Sample comments given by user. 
 

 
 

Figure-4. Free text reviews extraction. 
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B. Analysis of the opinion by the user in various 
    aspects (Sentiment Classification) 

After extracting the user comments from the 
websites using PMI algorithm, it is further analyzed to 
get the opinion by the user in various aspects using 
classification techniques. This type of classification is 
known as Aspect Sentiment Classification. Each 
sentence of the reviews is parsed and classified through 
the opinion of the user. The features are identified using 
the POS tagger. The POS (Part-Of-Speech) tagger is 
used to classify and tag the sentence. The different 
positive and negative words are considered as good, 
better, excellent, best, awesome, super, fantastic, 
remarkable, magnificent and supreme. The neutral 
words are considered as ok, simple, medium, reasonable 
and average. The negative words are considered as bad, 
worse, poor and worst. Each word has got a specific 
numerical value to be assigned. The extracted text is 
analyzed and found the opinion on the aspect. For 
example, if the user gives comments like “Camera is 
awesome and the battery is awful”, it is analyzed as 
‘camera is positively recommended’ and ‘battery is 
negatively recommended’. So camera and battery is 
assigned a value based on the opinion analyzed as 
above. This is referred to as opinion mining or aspect 
mining. 
 
C. Providing a rank to the individual aspect 

Using the analyzed information from the 
Sentiment classification, aspect ranking is done based on 
the parameters like impact on the aspect and weight of 
the aspect. Specific aspect rating will affect the overall 
rating of the product. So, in this proposed work, ranking 
is given to the product according to the aspect rather 
towards different parameters. This can be done by 
finding the weight of aspects. 
 
Weight of aspect  
Wa=(Ia*Ra)/RL,    

Where, Ia is impact factor of aspect, 

Ra is average rating of the specific Aspect and RL=Lowest 
Rating given to the product,  
Impact factor  
Ia= Na/Np, 
Where,  Np is the number of reviews to the product and 
Na is the number of r eviews to the aspect,  

 
Average rating of the specific Aspect   
Ra = (R1+R2+……………….+Rn)/Na,  

 
Ri is Overall Rating of the product given in the website. 
Where i=1,2….n. 
 
 

D. Giving overall rating to the product based on the  
     impact factor and weight of the aspects 

The aspect opinion of the user is greatly on the 
overall rating of the product. So, the different parameters 
like weight, highest rating of product and lowest rating of 
product are considered. The overall rating of the product is 
calculated as 
 
Rcal = ((R-Ra) / Wavg) * (Rh-RL)),  

Where, 
R- Rating of the product given in the websites, RC -
Classifier Value (which differentiates the positive and 
negative review) 
 
Wavg= (Wa1+Wa2+……………..Wan) / an,  
Rh = Highest Rating given to the product 

 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
A. Sample example 
 The following consumer reviews from different 
websites are considered for the rating calculations. 
USER1: Camera is good. Speakers are Fantastic. Battery 
is worst. Speed is magnificent. 

USER2: A phone with good features. Excellent 
Camera. Super video-clarity. Awful battery. Screen is not 
bad. Speakers are average. Speed is excellent.  

USER3: Speed is super. Speakers are good. 
Camera is ok.  

USER4: Camera is good.  Speed is fantastic. 
Speakers are massive. 
 
Overall ranking calculation 
Camera==>   Ia(Impact)=4/10=0.4,  
                       Rating=(7+9+7+3)/46.5,               
Weight = ((0.4*(7+9+7+3)/4)/5)*10=3.714 
Speakers==> Ia(Impact)=4/10=0.4,   
                       Rating=(9+9+7+5)/4=7.5  
 Weight = ((0.4*(9+9+7+5)/4)/5)*10 =4.285   
Battery==> Ia(Impact)=2/10=0.2,   
                    Rating=(1+1)/2)=1,    
Weight = ((0.1*(1+1)/2)/5)*10=0.1428 
Speed==> Ia(Impact)=3/10=0.3    
Rating=(9+9+9)/3=9,    
Weight =((0.3*(9+9+9)/3/5)*10=3.857 
 
Consider Rh=9, Rl=1,  
Then   Rc=(6.5+7.5+1+9)/4=6, and  
            Wavg=12 
 
Rh= Highest Rating given to that product 
Rl= Lowest Rating given to that product 
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Rc= Classifier Rating 
Table-2. Rating of each aspect. 

 

Attribute Rate 
Attribute 

count 
Weight 

Screen 9 5 10.0 

Camera 7 2 3.1111 

Video-Clarity 9 2 4.0 

Speaker 0 0 0.0 

Battery 8 2 0.0 

Price 0 0 0.0 

Bluetooth 0 0 0.0 

Call Quality 0 0 0.0 

WiFi 0 0 0.0 

Processor 
Speed 

0 0 0.0 

GPS 0 0 0.0 

Sensors 0 0 0.0 

Design 0 0 0.0 

USB Ports 0 0 0.0 

Resolution 0 0 0.0 

 
Roverall = ((7-6)/12*(9-1))*10=6.667 
 
In Table-2 various parameters and aspects are measured for different attributes, most importantly rate, attribute count and 
weights are taken for consideration. 
 

Table-3. Opinion Jargons and their respective values. 
 

Words Opinion Value Words Opinion Value 

Excellent Positive 9 Medium Neutral 5 

Best Positive 8 Simple Neutral 4 

Awesome Positive 9 Reasonable Neutral 4 

Super Positive 9 Average Neutral 5 

Fantastic Positive 9 Ok Neutral 3 

Remarkable Positive 9 Bad Negative 2 

Magnificent Positive 9 Worse Negative 2 

Supreme Positive 9 Poor Negative 1 

Massive Positive 9 Worst Negative 1 

Good Positive 7 Awful Negative 1 

 
In Table-3 opinions of the customer are taken 

through their jargons and the same were measured in terms 
with values. This provides greater mileage and milestone 

for the customers who are all so ambitious in buying the 
product from the online shopping.   
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Table-4. Different domain people aspects in various categories. 
 

Aspects for products Aspects for hawkers Aspects for hotels 

Screen Worth Location 

Camera Reservation Room 

Video-Clarity Steak Clean 

Speaker Food Distance 

Battery Place Décor 

Price Waiting time Comfort 

Bluetooth Service Service staff 

Call-Quality Bill Amenities 

Wi-Fi Flavor Ambiance 

Processor Staff Price 

Speed Ambience Services 

GPS Menu Quality 

Sensors Ingredients Cleanliness 

Design Décor Convenience 

USB ports Cost Proximity 

 
In Table-4 different domain people texts are 

acquired for diverse categories of commodities are 
exhibited. This provides a greater vision for mining people 
to infer high knowledge through the information for 
dissimilar products.  
 

 
 

Figure-5. Opinion poll of the consumer towards the 
commodity. 

 
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this work, Figure-1 represents numerical 
values taken for opinion mining is not a correct ideology 
to mine towards the product. In Table-1 survey 
comparison has been made for different sentimental 
opinion mining and listed the different methodologies 
used. Figure-2 exhibits opinion mining data flow for rating 

the product. Figure-3 up brings sample comments and 
reviews for the products. From Figure-4 we can extract 
free text review for our product. Figure-5 represents the 
opinion poll of the customer towards the commodity. 
Table-2 signifies aspect rating and overall rating of the 
customer who bought the products several times from the 
online shop. Table-3 points out the text jargons and their 
respective weights assigned. Table-4 provides aspect 
rating of a consumer from different domains in different 
categories. At last, Figure-5 represents Opinion poll of the 
consumer towards the commodity. Using the above facts 
customer reviews and respective text mining for the 
commodity brings good idea and knowledge for buying 
the correct product through online shopping. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 

We have proposed a product aspect ranking 
methodology to identify the important aspects of products 
and overall rating of product from numerous consumer 
reviews. We have provided overall rating to the product 
more accurately when we compare with existing websites. 
Here the products are only confined to mobiles and 
tablets. But this can be extended to all other electronic 
devices. This can be further extended to other categories 
like Hotels, Residencies, and Hospitals etc. We should 
provide the more security to the user information and to 
the products when we implement this to the different 
domains. This can be further provided as a web service, 
wherein websites or user a provide the link so that this 
service will provide the exact and accurate information 
about products. 
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